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A DECADE OF ENGLISH NATURALISM : 1810-1820.

Foreword

This exhibition is the second in the series arranged by

the School of Fine Arts and Music of the University of

East Anglia. It was conceived by Dr. John Gage,

Lecturer in the School, who has also been responsible

for the selection of the exhibits and the writing of the

catalogue. Again, as in our exhibition last year, the

introductory essay of this catalogue is intended to be

read with the exhibits as illustrations. In other words, the

exhibition is a kind of lecture illustrated by original

works of art instead of slides.

On this occasion the exhibition is being shown in the

Galleries of the Castfe Museum in Norwich, and we
thank the Director, Mr. Francis Cheetham, and the

Museum Committee for their hospitality and the help they

have given us. It is hoped that this and future exhibitions

will play a small part in bringing City and University

closer together.

After Norwich, this exhibition will also be seen in

London at the Victoria and Albert Museum, and we are

grateful to the Keeper of the Department of Prints and

Drawings, Mr. Graham Reynolds, and the Director for

giving us this opportunity tc reach a wider public.

As always we must express our sincere thanks to all

those who have lent their pictures to make this

exhibition possible and to the Arts Council for their

encouragement and a generous grant in aid.

Exhibition Held in the Norwich Castle Museum
November 15- December 15 1969

and Victoria and Albert Museum
January 15-February 28, 1970

P Lasko

University of East Anglia

September 1969
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A DECADE OF ENGLISH NATURALISM : 1810-1820.

In 1782, the year ol the death of the most distinguished

landscape specialist of the eighteenth century, Richard
Wilson, a young Oxford graduate wrote what was in

effect the first manifesto of the English landscape school

:

in this country, the merely copying from nature would
of itself give a character to the landscape of our

painters, which would be peculiar, and would
sufficiently establish the taste of an English School . . .

Every foreigner is immediately and powerfully struck

with the beautiful verdure that prevails here through

the year . . . The English park and forest afford an
infinite variety of character in its (sic) trees, an endless

choice of foliage. We have also a great advantage over

Italy itself, in the great variety and beauty of our

northern skies; the forms of which are often so lovely

and magnificent, where so much action is seen in

she rolling of the clouds : all this is nearly unknown
Jd the placid southern hemisphere . . .

1

X H. Pott's assumption that the naive copying of the

gre«n and sky-filled countryside around them would
ensure to English landscapists an inescapable originality,

has bin behind many later appreciations of the

generation which followed him: and it has been
especially alive in the presentation of Constable, its

undisputed master. Constable himself gave some basis

to this view both negatively in his attacks on study from
pictures (in particular his opposition to the foundation
of a National Gallery) and positively in his obstinate and
affectionate preference for local subject-matter. "The
Dutch painters were a stay-at-home people", he said,

"—hence their originality". 2 Constable's oil sketches,
which form the core of this exhibition, have been seen
as the hallmark of a characteristically naturalistic,

objective, empirical approach to landscape painting, and
to constitute the purest and most far-reaching English

contribution to the art.

Such a view will hardly bear close scrutiny. The
oil-sketch in landscape belongs neither to Constable's
Romantic generation, nor specifically to England : some
examples are known at least in seventeenth-century
Italy, and the practice seems to have become common
in Rome by the 1 750s. 3 These mid-eighteenth century
works still remain to be discovered or identified, but
those in a similar vein of a generation later are already
coming to light and have been recognised for their

extraordinary freshness and maturity. Thomas Jones, a

pupil of Richard Wilson in the 1760s, began painting oil

sketches in the open air before he went to Italy in 1777
(26) ; but it was in Rome and Naples that he became
especially involved in the practise. The View of Rooftops
(27) is probably one of the sketches he records as
having been made from a Neapolitan window in

December 1782" and it reflects a casualness of viewpoint
and composition that also characterises the very similar

rooftop views of a Toulouse landscape painter, Pierre

Henri Valenciennes, who was working in Rome only a

few years later. Valenciennes, a pupil of Claude Joseph
Vernet, who had advised Wilson to turn to landscape,
and Sir Joshua Reynolds to paint from nature in the
field, was the most indefatigable oil sketcher of the later

eighteenth century. He was working in this way from at

Thomas Jones (1743-1803). Sketch in Wales

•J ^54





A DECADE OF ENGLISH NATURALISM : 1810-1820.

27 Thomas Jones (1743-1 803). View of Rooftops. Oil on paper

28 Thomas Jones (1743-1803). Classical Landscape Mf*' 1
' ^a rM<-
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A DECADE OF ENGLISH NATURALISM : 1810-1 820.

least the mid : 1 780s ;

5 and the two views of the Rocca
di Papa on Monte Cavallo, near Rome (47, 48) belong

probably to 1817. More purely plastic and less coloristic

than Jones, he is much concerned with movement in

natural effects, often, as in the Monte Cavallo series,

treating exactly the same motif under different lighting

and weather. He was an important teacher of landscape,

and in a treatise on perspective of 1800 he made
precisely the same claims for the advantages to the

painter of the Italian countryside that Pott had made for

the English :

The hot climate of Rome produces a vigorous colour

in the vegetation not to be found in northern climes;

the earth is of a warmer hue; the rocks show up in

stronger relief; the greens are darker and more varied;

the sky bluer, the clouds more vibrant and colourful. 6

Valenciennes, like Pott and Constable, was especially

concerned with the expressive value of the sky in

landscape: clouds, he claimed, were too unstable to be
grasped by the normal rules of perspective, but they had
their own "perspective of sentiment", which could be
absorbed through a close study of their changing forms. 7

We are very close to Constable's view that in landscape
the sky is "the 'key-note', the standard of 'scale', and
the chief 'organ of sentiment' ". 8

It is not surprising that

a small green sketch recently attributed to Valenciennes,
and almost certainly by a painter of the Roman
Campagna (50) should have been thought for many
years to be the work of Constable. That the landscape
sketching movement should have come of age by about

1800 as an international phenomenon, can be illustrated

not only in the "Romans" Jones and Valenciennes, but

also in the precocious and varied sketches of the

Englishman George Garrard (23, 24, 25), done in the

early 1 790s, and those of the Bavarian Georg von
D i His (20), who had trained in Italy, under English

patronage, in the same decade and had begun sketching

in oils by 1797. 9

But if the direct and spontaneous approach to nature

through the oil sketch is neither peculiarly English nor

Romantic, it remains that the development it underwent
in the hands of a Constable has no counterpart elsewhere,

for neither Jones, Valenciennes, Garrard nor Dillis

conceived of such sketches as more than raw material,

gathered in the field, to be transformed into pictures by

a process of aggregation and monumentalising in the

studio. Their finished products (28, 49) bear little or no
relation to this fieldwork; they have overlaid the direct

response with formulae derived from the great

seventeenth-century landscape masters, Claude Lorrain

and Gaspar Poussin. In the case of George Garrard, the

discoveries of the sketches, one of which (24) has not

unjustly been compared to Constable's Malvern Hall (4),

remained very largely irrelevant to his chief work as an
animal painter and sculptor. 10

In Constable's sketches

we find less a difference of sensibility (although

Constable is a far more searching, experimental painter

than were his predecessors, and his sketching style is

correspondingly far more diverse) than a difference in the

conception of what landscape painting could do.

'^^T^-

4 ? Pierre-Henri Valenciennes (1750-1819). The Rocca di Papa in Mist
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'
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i

50 Attributed to P. H. Valenciennes (1750-1819). View in The Roman Campagna ( ?)

48 Pierre-Henri Valenciennes (1750-1819). The Rocca di Papa in Sunshine

5





DECADE OF ENGLISH NATURALISM : 1810-1820.

J9 Pierre-Henri Valenciennes (1750-1819). Mercury and Argus

ix!&&vfc
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23 George Garrard (1760-1826). Tring Park
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25 George Garrard (1760-1826). Hyde Park from Knightsbridge

"*%,•>-

rr^ "Ex

f-

20 Georg von Dillis (1759-1 841). The Isar Falls near Munich

7





A DECADE OF ENGLISH NATURALISM : 1 810-1 820.

The atmosphere into which Constable came as a student

at the Royal Academy about 1800 was already

favourable to the landscape attitude he was to make
peculiarly his own. The President, Benjamin West,

otherwise an undistinguished history painter, came later

to represent the conventional classicising view of the

English countryside that "however agreeable in nature,

such scenes and colours would not do in landscape

painting".
11 But about the turn of the century he had

deigned occasionally to paint a mere corner of nature,

albeit with a somewhat heavy hand (54). He was an

early and constant supporter of the genius of Constable,

who, he said, "must have loved nature very much",
before he could have painted one of the early Suffolk

studies; and he taught the young student that "light and
shadow never stand still".

12
It was a lesson which even

Constable took some time to absorb ; the rather dead
and unplastic sky of some of the early sketches (2)

recurs as late as the Boat-Building of 1 81 5 (8), where
he was pre-occi/pied with other things. Among his

fellow-students too, Constable's developing outlook

found a sympathetic response; perhaps it was a

collective rather than a purely personal tendency. The
Scottish miniaturist Andrew Robertson, who joined

Constable in the Academy in 1801, wrote home the

following year:

Only a few months earlier Constable had formulated his

first and most famous credo as a naturalist, in a letter to

his Suffolk painter-friend John Dunthorne:

I shall shortly return to Bergholt where I shall make
some laborious studies from nature—and I shall

endeavour to get a pure and unaffected representation

of the scenes that may employ me, with respect to

colour particularly . . . there is room enough for a

natural painture . . .

14

The oil -studies, some of which seem to us to be far from
"laborious", that arose directly from this resolution (2)

are the first fruits of the naturalistic attitude in Constable's

art; but he clearly found the medium difficult to handle
—most of the other sketches in this group are rather

thin and dry—and he does not seem to have returned to

it again for about four years, on his tour of the Lake
District in 1806 (3).

15 We know almost nothing of

Constable's activities and contacts in these years, but it

is possible that a new stimulus to sketch directly from
nature in oils came from the example of a group of young
painters around the brothers John and Cornelius Varley.

Were I to study landscape, I would finish in the field.

I would have a box for that purpose. It is not sketching

but finishing from nature that makes the great artist

—

and not only the sublime, but the meanest things in

the foreground. 13

54 Bemjiamin West, P.R.A. (1738-1820). View from the Terrace at Windsor
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2 John Constable (1776-1837). Dedham Vale : Evening

( Vx;

4
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3 John Constable (1776-1837). Leathes Water Cumberland
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A DECADE OF ENGLISH NATURALISM : 1810-1820.

Sir George Beaumont (1753-1827). Keswick Lake

:'"
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29 John Linns-i ,'1 792-1 S-82). At Twickenham

10
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30 John Linnell (1792-1882). Study of Buildings

31 John Linnell (1792-1882). Kensington Gravel Pit

11





A DECADE OF ENGLISH NATURALISM : 1810-1820.

_jhn Varley is now chiefly known for a type of highly

'.-rmalised watercolour drawing that Constable was later

:o mock for its artificiality, but we know that between
• 305 and 1809 he was taking some of his pupils,

eluding W. H. Hunt and John Linnell out along the
7 -ames to sketch in oil.

16 So far only some of the

..etches of Linnell have come to light (29, 30), but they

= iow a sharpness and a sensitivity to the play of light

'.vrtich are a convincing prelude to the finished

naturalistic landscapes after 1810 (31, 33). Two of the

csher young English landscape painters who were to be
conspicuously concerned with the naturalistic approach
m the 1810s, David Cox and Peter De Wint, had also

come into the Varley circle on their arrival in London as

students between 1804 and 1806. Both Cox and De Wint
were far more prolific and are far better known as

water-colourists than as painters in oil, but Cox's
Hastings sketches of 1812 (16, 17), and De Wint's,

perhaps of a similar date (21 ), are surely some of the
most brilliant examples of the genre in England.

De Wint's Cornfield (22), exhibited at the same Royal
Academy Exhibition in 1815 as Constable's Boat-Building
near Flatford Mill (8), is a masterpiece of naturalism on
a large scale.

If John Varley's style as we know it is difficult to relate

to the naturalistic movement, the same is not true of his

brother Cornelius, far less professional an artist, who
made his mark rather in the field of technology.
Whether he worked in oils is unknown, but watercolours
like Near St. A/bans of 1 804 (51 ), which is wholly
outside the tradition of the laboriously built-up drawing
practised by his brother and taught by Cox in his

Treatise (18), belong firmly within the category of
landscape naturalism. The fluid wash and the absence
of drawing is so close to Constable's watercolours of a

year or two later" as to suggest some contact between
the two painters. Constable does not seem to have come
to know John Varley or Linnell, however, until over a
decade later.

32 John Linnell (1792-1882). Paddington

12
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33 John Linnell (1792-1882). Canal at Newbury

16 David Cox (1783-1859). All Saints' Church, Hastings

13
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17 David Cox (1783-1859). All Saints' Church, Hastings

*&&}&£:
%

*,"-

21 Peter De Wint (1784-1849). Landscape with Willow Tree
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A DECADE OF ENGLISH NATURALISM : 181 0-1820.

One of the chief characteristics of the naturalistic outlook

n painting is a thirst for objectivity, for the innocent eye.

As an inventor, Cornelius Varley hoped to satisfy this

jhirst by devising a mechanical aid that would assist the

painter towards objectivity in the field. The Graphic

Telescope (53) he paterrted in 1811 was a development
a5?he camera lucida which had been introduced by

lYpllaston in 1807. Both, instruments sought to be more
portable and practical versions of the camera obscura,

vraich had been used by painters from time to time as

an aid to drawing since the seventeenth century. 18

Valley's device projected a virtual image of the subject

fey a system of mirrors on to the drawing paper, where
:is outline was traced. He himself seems to have used it

titaefiy for portraits, and one of his sitters was John Sell

Cotman (52), who is certainly the most distinguished

landscape painter of the period known to have used

such an instrument out of doors. In 1 81 7 Cotman was
giiwen one by his patron Sir Henry Englefield, and he took
.ft with him on his tour of Normandy the same year.

Whether his was Varley's or Wollaston's model is

'uncertain, although if he chose it himself it is likely to

ihsve been the one that Varley had demonstrated to

item, M but in the event he found it-far from portable,

and very difficult to use. In July he wrote to Dawson
Turner of his drawing of Rouen Cathedral that it had
\sksn him four days, and
now it is all to redraw, for it is all on separate pieces of

paper & nearly ai! of it done with y camera lucida

—

which I did not know how to manage. I have bought
my experience & I wd not but have y knowledge even
at a greater rate—for such an affair I ought to have had

a room, so as not to be obliged to remove the

instrument . . .

2°

The hard, detailed outline style of the drawings done
with the camera' (13) may well have been appropriate

for the rendering of architectural subjects, for which,
indeed, it was intended (14, 15), but the machine
clearly had little to offer the landscape sketcher for whom
spontaneity was as much a requisite as objectivity and
precision. Nor did it give much to the higher branches
of the art : exact topography, as Constable pointed out

in relation to the fashionable topographical Panoramas
and Dioramas of the period, was not the same as

landscape painting : it had "no greatness or breadth".2 '

We can see Cotman adding 'breadth' to his thin drawing
in the stages of the engraving (14, 14a) ; and it is not

surprising that he, the only considerable painter we
know to have tried the camera seriously, continued in

his landscapes to refine upon a highly synthetic and
carefully organised style that has nothing to do with the

naturalism characterised in this exhibition.

He is almost unique among the landscape painters of

the 1 81 0s in remaining untouched by the fashion for

oil-sketching: even his fellow-townsman John Crome,
who did not generally concern himself with the

naturalistic pre-occupations of London, seems, in a

fresh little sketch like Postwick Grove (Norwich Castle

Museum), probably painted after a renewed contact with

the Metropolis on the way to or from France in 1814, to

have made at least one excercise in the idiom. And of

the naturalistic movement of the Decade, Varley's

Graphic Telescope is a symptom but not a cause.

¥*0* A
9»

51 Cornelius Varley (1781-1873). Near St. Albans

16
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M
52 Cornelius Varley

(1781-18731. Portrait of John Sell Cotman
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53 Cornelius Varley

(1781-1873). Graphic Telescope

.-
.
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A DECADE OF ENGLISH NATURALISM: 1810-1820.

Certainly after 1810 the practice of painting from nature

,n the open air seems to have become the rage, 22 one of

ihe surest indications of which is the appearance of a

lunatic fringe. The pre-occupation with daylight and

conditions of broad, unmitigated sunlight which is so

marked in De Wint's Cornfield (22) and in the precisely

similar noonday scene analysed in Cox's Treatise (18)

(we remember, too, that the original title of Constable's

Hoy-Wain of 1821 in the National Gallery was
Landscape: Noon), was made in 1817 the subject of an

absurd cult by a minor illustrator, Henry Richter, in his

pamphlet. Day-light: A Recent Discovery in the Art of

Painting (35). Richter presented the ghosts of the Dutch

and Flemish masters at a London exhibition of their

works, discussing art with the moderns, one of whom
(the author) asks Teniers:

was there no clear sky in your days ? and did not THE
BROAD BLUE LIGHT OFTHE ATMOSPHERE shine

then as it does now? It is this which I mean by the

term DAY- LIGHT, as distinguished from the direct

light of the Sun. And this light from the Sky should

fall perpendicularly upon the tops of all objects,

whether the sun shine upon them or not. I find in

nature, it is this which gives the chief splendour of

sunshine, by contrasting the golden with the azure

light (pp. 2-3).

Later in the discussion an amateur recalled a landscapist

of the old dispensation

painting the beautiful trees in Kensington Gardens;

and though they stood before his eyes in all the

freshness of their verdure, he changed them in his

painting to a hot autumnal brown. Not that he was
insensible to their natural beauty, but he complained
that the materials of his art were inadequate to its

representation. I am convinced, however, that he
thought more at the time of some splendid artifice

in the pictures of Rubens, than of the true splendour
of the green trees glistening in the sun, whose golden
rays chequered their warm velvet shades, and which
the mild reflection of the Sky served every where to

relieve and heighten by its contrast. This is the true

Poetical Light in which NATURE, that great and
original POETESS, exhibits to us the objects of HER
INEXHAUSTIBLE INVENTION ; and it involves, to a

certain degree, the union of night and day; it gives a

bright and a dark side to all things; the one an
immediate illumination of the sun, the other softened

by the milder halo of the sky, which is but a reflection

of the former—the Diana to that Phoebus (p. 7).

Even that well-known advocate of the hot brown tree.

Constable's patron Sir George Beaumont,23 seems to

have been inspired by the painter's Lake sketches of

1806 (3) to make some coarse but surprisingly fresh

and cool ones there himself, the following year (1).
24

\l
/ V
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13 John Sell Cotman (1782-1842). Abbey Church of St. Stephen at Caen 14 John Sell Cotman

18
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A VERTICAL SECTION OF DAY OK SKY-LIGHT,

Let the arc ADCB represent the blue light of the atmospheric hemi*

sphere or sky, the line A B a horizontal surface, ED a perpendicular

surface, E C a diagonal surface

:

Then, as a horizontal surface is lighted by the whole arc, a per-

pendicular and a diagonal by less than the whole;—therefore the

utper surfaces of bodies, usually assuming or inclining to the hori-

zontal direction, will receive more of this blue light than their sides.

which necessarily partake of the perpendicular or diagonal- and

as we commonly say, the Sun rises and the Sun sets, and nobody

quibbles about it, so the watchman of the day, as he tells the hours, may

be permitted to add the highly necessary information, that

Day-light shines down perpendicularly.,

19
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5 John Constable (1776-1837). Loch and Cottages on the Stour

37 J. M. W. Turner (1 775-1 851 ). Chevening Park, Kent.

20
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38 J. M.W.Turner (1775-1851). Village in a hollow

—•- - -„-:»-

tMn

39 J. M. W. Turner (1775-1851). Sunset on the River

21
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- m the end of Richter's pamphlet, Albert Cuyp brought the

rebate to a practical close by proposing that the British

.nstitution, the society which had mounted the Dutch

jnd Flemish Exhibition,

should form a COLLECTION of genuine studies of

light and colour, taken faithfully from Nature itself,

out of doors, under all its various aspects; that they

should offer adequate premiums for such studies, and

every year select a few of the best from such as were
presented to them. They would thus form, at very

little expense, a most valuable SCHOOL for the study

of COLOURING, in which the public, as well as the

artists, might educate themselves in the knowledge of

Nature (p. 10).

Painters and critics had long felt the need for an English

school of colouring (the Royal Academy Schools did

not teach painting as such until 1 81 5, and they never

taught landscape) and Richter's proposals were more
radical than those of the artists most qualified to give

instruction ; Constable and Turner never felt that their

painted studies should be made available to the public.

But Richter was himself incapable of giving substance
to his recommendations. He appears to have taken no
direct part in the naturalistic movement, although in

1312 he painted a Christ Giving Sight to the Blind (lost),

according to his views on the nature of daylight, "on
the top of the house ... in a blaze of sunlight". It was
awarded a prize of 500 gns. by the British Institution and
presented to a church in Greenwich.25 An "improved"
version was exhibited in 1816, but a critic complained:

He seems to think that the drapery of his figures, no
matter of what colour and texture, ought to reflect in a

strong degree the over-hanging blue of the

atmosphere; so in his colours, whether deep red or

white, in the vestments a bluish reflected hue
predominates. There is also an alabaster transparency

and copper-coloured surface to his naked limbs, that

no reflected light could produce.

Day-light made little impact upon contemporaries,

although its truth was acknowledged by Samuel Palmer

many years later;
27 and in the wake of such a widespread

concern with the study of landscape in the open air, it is,

like Varley's Telescope, hardly more than an amusing
curiosity.28

But Constable's Stour sketches of 1811 (5), which first

show his full maturity as an oil painter and announce a

development in his work unbroken for the next twenty
years; Cox's work at Hastings the following year

(16, 17) and finally Turner's Devonshire sketches of

1 81 3 (38) ; all these are concrete indications that by this

stage the practice of oil-sketching had moved from the

margin to the centre of English landscape method.

Turner, like Constable, had been experimenting with the

medium a good deal earlier (37), but, also like Constable,

he seems to have found oils difficult to manage in the

field; and it was not until the magnificent and varied

series of Thames and Wey sketches, which I believe to

have been made between about 1811 and 1815 (39, 40,

41, 42),
29 that he attained the flexibility and command

so clear in the beautiful Thames watercolours of a few

40 J. M. W. Turner (1 775-1 851 ). The Thames near Walton Bridges
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42 J. M. W. Turner (1775-1.851). Willows beside a Stream

41 J. M. W. Turner (1775-1851). Tree Tops and Sky

Erratum: Plate 42 has been printed in reverse.
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years earlier (43, 44). Turner's chief contribution to the

development of sketching was the use of a full-size

canvas which might itself become the groundwork of a

landscape painting (42). A friend described how, after

about 1811, the painter would take his boat upriver from

Richmond and paint directly on these large canvases

the views along the banks. 30 A number of these

sketches in the Tate Gallery, show signs of having been
worked up later in the studio towards pictures; and it is

perhaps on this sort of basis that Turner's masterpiece

of naturalism, the Somer Hill in the National Gallery of

Scotland (46)
31 was developed into an exhibitable work.

What most distinguishes the naturalistic movement of the

1810s from its predecessors is precisely this attempt to

close the gap between outdoor sketch and finished

picture, a concern that we also sense strongly in the

work of Linnell (31, 33) and De Wint (22), and know
for a fact in Constable's Boat-Building Near Flatford

Mill (8), the only exhibited landscape he claimed to

have painted entirely in the open air.
32

Constable remains the master of this type of landscape

approach : he alone made it the core and focal point of

his painting. He not only developed for England what
we might call the industrial landscape of agriculture,

which was so little concerned with the grand and the

sublime that its module is the kitchen-garden (7) ; but he
also, and supremely, invented a wholly responsive

language of forms and of paint. In both forms and
brushwork Constable believed he was reflecting the

demands of a particular scene or subject; nature dictated

both the matter and the manner of his work. The metallic

smoothness of the brooding rainbow sky (6) exists side

by side with the brutal impasted paint of Lock and
Cottages on the Stour (5) ; the feathery or melting

contours of Malvern Hall (4) with the firmer, squarer

shapes of the more downright Kitchen Garden (7).

Eighteenth-century masters like Gainsborough or Morland

had developed a universal handwriting of the brush, a

handling of paint, as Constable was himself to do
towards the end of his life ; but the sketches of the early

1 81 0s are truest to his dictum : "I do not see handling in

nature". 34 And both he and his fellow sketchers of the

period bear witness to the new responsiveness by the

hazards which they offer to the connoisseur.

One of the basic assumptions lying behind the naturalistic

movement of the early nineteenth century was a

conception of landscape painting as essentially a

scientific activity, or, at least, as an activity involving a

scientific commitment to research. The variousness of

Constable's sketching style reflects his sense of the

variety of nature

:

The world is wide; no two days are alike, nor even
two hours; neither were there ever two leaves of a

tree alike since the creation of the world; and the

genuine productions of art, like those of nature, are all

distinct from each other.35

43 J. M. W. Turner (7775-1851 ). Scene on the Thames
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44 J. M. W. Turner (1775-1851 ). River Scene with Shipping
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8a John Constable (1776-1837). Compositional sketch for "Boat-Building"
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Constable is here enshrining the primacy of the particular;

jnd in a lecture probably conceived about 1 810,

Turner also warmed to the particularity of the English

.veather

:

What seems one day to be equally governed by one
cause is destroyed the next by a different atmosphere,
in our variable climate, where (all) the seasons are

^cognizable in one day, where all the vapoury
turbulence involves the face of things, where nature

seems to sport in all her dignity . . . dispensing

incidents for the artist's study, and deep revealing more
than any other . . . how happily is the landscape
painter situated, how roused by every change of

mature in every moment, that allows of no languor,

even in her effects, which she places before him, and
demands most peremptorily every moment his

admiration and investigation, to store his mind with

every change of time and place.36

FieHwork involved above all things a constant vigilance

and attention to the fleeting activities of light, and
developed a taste for painting an exactly similar motif

under different atmospheric conditions, a procedure

explored by Valenciennes and codified in England by Cox
in his plates of Kenilworth Castle (18a) for the Treatise'

At its most difficult and delicate this investigation

stimulated an intensive exploration of the sky. Constable

had certainly studied the more ephemeral phenomena in

isolation as early as 1812 (6), but it was not until 1819,
when he moved to upland Hampstead (9), that he began
to concentrate on the dynamics of the sky, recording its

changes in what seem to be sequences of sketches

(10, 11), just as Turner had begun to do intensively in

his Skies sketchbook about a year earlier (45)."
Sometimes for five pages at a time. Turner recorded every

development in a changing sky situation, a feat of sheer
dexterity that was not perhaps to be matched in the less

fluid medium of oil. Constable did not follow this line of

enquiry long ; the better-known cloud studies of the early

1820s are not conceived as parts of a continuous
sequence, and they are accompanied with written notes

on the time of day and the direction of the wind.

The practice of "skying" became an obsession with

English landscape painters. The fourteen-year-old

Samuel Palmer, in a recently discovered sketchbook (34)

made some precocious and sensitive sky studies which
perhaps owe something to the extraordinarily rich and
various cloudscapes he knew in the engraved and
exhibited work of Turner. In this notebook we see

Palmer's vision reaching ahead of his capacity to

visualise:

This study, though the sketch is uninteresting, was
good in nature—the left-hand hedge was soft at the

edges and light and playful—& in the centre extremely

dark; off which mass the grey stems and playful

foliage relieved well—some nettles and dead sprigs

also had effect. The willow behind the cottage was
thin and playful . . .

8 John Constable (1776-1837). Boat-Building near Flatford Mill
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7 John Constable (1776-1837). Golding Constable's Kitchen Garden

18 David Cox (1783-1859). Treatise on Landscape Painting and effect
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24 George Garrard (1760-1826). A Country House.

4 John Constable (1776-1837). Malvern Hall, Warwickshire
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In the early 1820s, under the impact of Early Flemish and
German art and of William Blake, the impressionable

Palmer turned his back on the objectivity of naturalism

for a spell, only to return uneasily, a few years later,

protesting, "Tho' I am making studies for Mr Linnell

(John Linnell, who had also introduced him to Blake),

I will, God help me, never be a naturalist by profession"39

Linnell was still feeling in an earlier vein, although his

own work had in practice become increasingly out of

focus; and Palmer was finding it very difficult to resist his

natural and intense inclination towards visible nature. In

the end he settled "into a mellow, comfortable style that

was neither visionary nor real.

Palmer's hesitation and uncertainty indicates an inherent

flaw in the philosophy of naturalism which is supremely
exemplified in the work of Constable. It was clearly not

enough simply to go into the fields and record.

Constable was gifted with a natural faculty for

picture-making; even so apparently immediate a sketch

as Lock and Cottages on the Stour (5) is a composition,
clearly related to Sea-port paintings by Claude,40 even
though Constable has turned the specifically Claudian

message upside-down by abolishing aerial perspective.

The even more modest and spontaneous pocket

sketchbooks of 1813 and 1814, in the Victoria and Albert

Museum, are filled not only with studies of detail,

but also with complete compositional motifs, several of

which, for example that for Boat-Building Near Flatford

Mill (8a), were carried unmodified into complete
pictures. It is this taking of a pictorial conception back
into the first outdoor sketch, instead-of building it up in

the studio from a number of separately sketched

elements, that constitutes Constable's greatest originality

as a landscape painter. But he did not find it easy to

reconcile his passion for circumstantial detail with his no
less characteristic search for a monumental whole.
Flatford Mill of 1 81 7 (1 2), which makes use of field

material like Lock and Cottages (5) and pencil details

from the notebooks, but which does not seem to exist

as an overall compositional sketch, achieves an effect

close to what Turner criticised as "pictures of bits";

though its format is small, it barely hangs together as a

total conception. Boat-Building (8), which has been
referred to as a revolutionary open-air landscape, was
for Constable primarily an exercise in finishing out of

doors, and to prepare himself for it, the painter went
characteristically to make a detailed study of Claude's
technique.'" Constable never again painted a picture in

the open; and the sky sketches, which develop around
1 820 (10, 1 1 ), so far from being revolutionary, represent

a return to a more traditional attitude towards the making
of pictures from separate studies in the studio, even
though they exist side-by-side with the far rpore

significant sketched compositions (9). Constable's

greatest innovations of the 1 820s : his attempt to give

life to the whole surface of his new monumental
paintings like the Hay-Wain (National Gallery) and
The Leaping Horse (Royal Academy), through the

full-size compositional sketches (Victoria and Albert

Museum), which allowed him to work out the final idea

so completely that he could paint with great immediacy
on the final canvas: this development is entirely

pictorial; it has nothing to do with the naturalistic cult

of the out-of-doors. The gap between sketch and finished

:% 1 ;
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6 John Constable (1 776-1 837). Landscape and Double Rainbow
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picture, which had seemed to be closed by about 1815,

now opened out again into an unbridgeable gulf.

A similar theme runs through the careers of those other

painters who in the early 1810s had shown such promise

as naturalists. Turner found the practice of painting from

rature in the open air impossible to maintain ; after the

trief brilliance of the Thames sketches he came more and
more to rely on summary pencil and watercolour

notations and on his prodigious memory. His greatest

English landscape of the decade, Crossing the Brook

(1815, Tate Gallery) was synthesised from a host of small

pen and pencil sketches. David Cox used one of the fresh

little Hastings oils (16), in a sepia translation, to illustrate

his Treatise of 1813 (18), a compilation of recipes

reflecting a thoroughly conventional view of landscape

categories and a traditional procedure in water colour

method:

A cottage, or a Village scene requires a soft and simple

admixture of tones, calculated to produce pleasure

without astonishment; awakening all the delightful

sensations of the bosom, without trenching on the

nobler provinces of feeling . . . The Drawing must be

strongly marked in the shade and foreground of the

subject, but more delicately in the lighter parts, and as

the distance gradually increases . .
."

Cox never again saw as sharply as he had at Hastings;

a comparison between his plate of Sheep-Shearing: A
View in Surrey (18b) with the very similar subject by

the young Bristol painter Francis Danby (19) shows how
generalising Cox's vision is; he is hardly concerned with

the individual identity of each element. Danby 's

naturalistic phase, developed between 1813 and 1822,
sometimes seems close to Linnell in its sharpness,

although it is almost certainly an independent growth.
But when Danby came to London in the twenties, it gave
way to a far more imaginative and grandiose
pre-occupations, and never again recurred in his work.
The precarious and ephemeral quality of this moment in

English naturalism may perhaps best be thrown into

relief by glancing at the situation in France, where
Constable's work had a notable effect in the 1820s."
For Delacroix, for the young Corot, for Paul Huet, and,

most of all perhaps, for Theodore Rousseau (36)

Constable meant at once a more plastic and a more
closely-knit approach to the landscape sketch than had
been offered by the tradition of Valenciennes. And
yet none of them, with the possible exception of

Delacroix, were any more able than Constable himself

to effect satisfactorily the transition from sketch to

picture in terms of a directly plein-air approach.

Rousseau's exhibited canvases, for example the Forest

of Fontainebleau, Morning (1850) in the Wallace
Collection, are as contrived and as tortured as anything

by Constable in the 1830s, although, in the broader

view, they are no less remarkable and individual

achievements. It is sometimes imagined that this failure

to carry through a pitch of naturalistic feeling is due to

the clogging Romantic and Academic atmosphere that

demanded significant statements and Exhibition pictures.

9 John Constable (1776-1837). Branch Hill Pond, Hampstead
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11 John Constable (1776-1837). Hampstead : Stormy Sunset II

*

10 John Constable (1776-1837). Hampstead : Stormy Sunset I
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A study of Constable's career gives the lie to this

simplification : his strength as well as his weakness Say

in a devotion to the idea of a landscape painting,

with all the traditional studies that this involved. At the

end of it, the Hay-Wain and The Leaping Horse are

triumphs, which Lock and Cottages (5) and Boat-
Building (8) are not. The English naturalism of

1810-1820 was only the first of a number of attempts

in the nineteenth century to refresh landscape pairslwig

by a deep draught at the fountain-head, and it was the

first to show how difficult an undertaking this would be.

The Pre-Raphaelites and their circle, especially Ford

"Aadox Brown, similarly sought in the early 1 850s to

work consistently on landscape pictures in the open air,

as did the Impressionists in the early 1870s ; but both

groups soon realised the fallacy of the innocent eye,

and returned enriched, but aiso chastened, to their

studios. On each occasion, and most of all, perhaps, in

the period covered by this exhibition, the painters of

landscape naturalism produced what is some of the

freshest, most various, and certainly most generally

sppeaisrsg landscape painting of the century.
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45 J. M. W. Turner (1775-1851 ). Skies Sketchbook
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45 J. M. W. Turner (1775-1851 ). Skies Sketchbook
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34 Samuel Palmer (1805-1881). Sketchbook
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18 David Cox (1783-1859). Treatise on Landscape Painting and effect
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19 Frarar,is ffianby (1793-1 861/. Clifton Rocks from Rownham Fields
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36 Theodore Rousseau (1812-1867). Study of Cottages
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EXHIBITS
1 Sir George Beaumont
(1753-1827). Keswick Lake

Oil on Board 9% x 12 ins. 1807. Leicester Museum and
Art Gallery.

2 John Constable

(1776-1837). Dedham Vale: Evening

Oil on Canvas 12% x 17 ins. 1802. Victoria and Albert

Museum (Reynolds 36).

3 John Constable

(1776-1837). Leathes Water Cumberland
Oil. 9% x 1 5% ins. 1 806. The Trustees of the Tate

Gallery.

4 John Constable

(1776-1837). Malvern Hall, Warwickshire

Oil on Canvas 20% x 30% ins. 1809. The Trustees of the

Tate Gallery.

5 John Constable

(1776-1837). Loch and Cottages on the Stour

Oil on Canvas 9% x 1 1 % ins. 1 81 1 . Victoria and Albert

Museum (Reynolds 103). (London showing only.)

6 John Constable

(1776-1837). Landscape and Double Rainbow
Oil on paper and canvas. 1 3% x 1 5% ins. 1 81 2. Victoria

and Albert Museum (Reynolds 117).

7 John Constable

(1776-1837). Golding Constable's Kitchen Garden
Oil on Canvas 13 x 20 ins. c. 181 5. Ipswich Museums
and Art Gallery.

8 John Constable

(1776-1837). Boat-Building near Flatford Mill

Oil on Canvas 20 x 24% ins. Exhibited 1815. Victoria and
Albert Museum (Reynolds 137).

8a John Constable

(1776-1837). Compositional sketch for "Boat-Building"

Pencil 3% x 4% ins. Sept. 7, 1814. Victoria and Albert

Museum (Reynolds 132, p. 57). (London showing only.)

9 John Constable

(1776-1837). Branch Hill Pond, Hampstead
Oil on Canvas 10x11% ins. 1819. Victoria and Albert

Museum (Reynolds 171).

10 John Constable

(1776-1837). Hampstead: Stormy Sunset I

Oil on card 5 x 6% ins. 17 Oct. 1820. Victoria and Albert

Museum (Reynolds 207).

1

1

John Constable

(1776-1837). Hampstead: Stormy Sunset II

Oil on card 6% x 8 ins. Oct. 28 1820. Victoria and

Albert Museum (Reynolds 208).

12 John Constable

(1776-1837). Flatford Mill

Oil on Canvas 40 x 50 ins. Exhibited 1817. The Trustees

of the Tate Gallery (Photograph).

13 John Sell Cotman
(1782-1842). Abbey Church of St. Stephen at Caen

Pencil and wash on two sheets of paper 9% x 13% ins.

1817. Norwich Castle Museum
14 John Sell Cotman
(1782-1842). Abbey Church of St. Etienne at Caen

Etching 19%x 13% ins. (Proof c. 1818). Norwich Castle

Museum.
'14a John Sell Cotman
(1782-1842). Abbey Church of St. Etienne at Caen

(Pencilled Proof c. 1818) Norwich Castle Museum

15 John Sell Cotman
(1782-1842). Abbey Church of St. Etienne at Caen
Published Etching 1819. (Dawson Turner: Architectural

Antiquities of Normandy I 1822, pis. 21 and 22.) Norwich
Castle Museum.
16 David Cox
(1783-1859). All Saints' Church, Hastings

Oil on cardboard 5% x 8% ins. 1812. Birmingham City

Museum and Art Gallery.

17 David Cox
(1783-1859). All Saints' Church, Hastings

Oil on panel 5% x 8% ins. 1812. Birmingham City

Museum and Art Gallery

18 David Cox
(1783-1859). Treatise on Landscape Painting and effect

(1813). 2nd edition. 1814. Norwich: University of East

Anglia Library.

19 Francis Danby
(1793-1861). Clifton Rocks from Rownham Fields

Oil on Panel 15% x 20 ins. c. 1822. Bristol City Art

Gallery.

20 Georg von D il lis

(1759-1841). The Isar Falls near Munich
Oil on panel 7% x 1 0% ins. 1 81 7. Schweinfurt : Sammlung
Georg Schafer.

21 Peter De Wint

(1784-1849). Landscape with Willow Tree

Oil on Canvas 10% x 16% ins. City of Manchester
Art Galleries.

22 Peter De Wint
(1784-1849). A Cornfield

Oil on canvas 41% x 64% ins. 1815. Victoria and Albert

Museum.
23 George Garrard

(1760-1826). Tring Park

Oil on paper 5 x 7% ins. c. 1793. Edward Croft-Murray Esq.

24 George Garrard

(1760-1826). A Country House.

Oil on paper 6% x 10 ins. Edward Croft-Murray Esq.

25 George Garrard

(1760-1826). Hyde Park from Kniflhtsbridge

Oil on paper 5% x 7% ins. 1793. Edward Croft- Murray Esq.

26 Thomas Jones
(1743-1803). Sketch in Wales
Oil on paper. 9 x 12 ins 1776 Benedict Nicolson Esq.

27 Thomas Jones
(1743-1803). View of Rooftops. Oil on paper

15% x 14 ins. 1782. Oxford Ashmolean Museum.
28 Thomas Jones
(1743-1803). Classical Landscape

Oil on Canvas 18% x 24% ins. 1772. Cardiff, National

Museum of Wales.

29 John Linnell

(1 792-1 882). At Twickenham
Oil on Board 6% x 10 ins. 1806. The Trustees of the

Tate Gallery.

30 John Linnell

(1792-1882). Study of Buildings

Oil on board 6% x 1 ins. 1 806. The Trustees of the

Tate Gallery.

31 John Linnell

(1792-1882). Kensington Gravel Pit

Oil on Canvas 28 x 42 ins. 1811/12. The Trustees of the

Tate Gallery.
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32 John Linnell

(1792-1882). Paddi'ngton

Watercolour 4% x 5% ins. 1811. Professor Lawrence
Gowing.
33 John Linnell

(1792-1882). CanaS at Newbury
Oil on canvas on panel. 17% x 25% ins. 1815 ( ?).

Fitzwilliam Museum, University of Cambridge.

34 Samuel Palmer

(1805-1881). Sketchbook
Pencil and watercolour 4| x 1{ ins. 1 81 9. The Trustees
of the British Museum.
35 Henry Richter

(1772-1857). Day-light: A Recent Discovery in the

Art of Painting 1817.
The Trustees of the British Museum.

.

36 Theodore Rousseau
(1812-1867). Study of Cottages
Oil on panel 6% x 1 1 % ins. c. 1831. London,
Private Collection.

37 J. M. W. Turner

(1775-1851). Chevening Park, Kent.

Oil on Paper, c. 1 1 x 1 4% ins. 1 806. The Trustees of the
British Museum (T.B.XCV (a)B).

38 J. M. W. Turner

(1775-1851). Village in a hollow

Oil on card. c. 5% x 8% ins. 1 81 3. The Trustees of the

British Museum (T.B. CXXX A).

39 J. M. W. Turner

(1775-1851). Sunset on the River

Oil on panel 6 x 714 ins. c. 1 81 1 . The Trustees of the

Tate Gallery.

40 J. M. W. Turner

(1775-1851). The Thames near Walton Bridges

Oil on panel 1 4% x 29 ins. c. 1 81 2. The Trustees of the

Tate Gallery.

41 J. M. W. Turner

(1775-1851). Tree Tops and Sky

Oil on panel 10% x 29 ins. c. 1814. The Trustees of the

Tate Gallery.

42 J. M. W. Turner

(1775-1851). Willows beside a Stream

Oil on canvas 33% x 45% ins. c. 1811. The Trustees

of the Tate Gallery.

43 J. M. W. Turner

(1775-1851 ). Scene on the Thames
Watercolour 10% x 14% ins. c. 1808. Trustees of the

British Museum (T.B.XCV p. 46).

44 J. M. W. Turner

(1775-1851 ). River Scene with Shipping

Watercolour 10% x 141% ins. c. 1808. Trustees of the

British Museum (T.B.XCV p. 12).

45 J. M. W. Turner

(1775-1851). Skies Sketchbook

Watercolour 4% x 9% ins. c. 1818. Trustees of the

British Museum (T.B. CLVIII). (London Showing only.)

46 J. M. W. Turner

(1775-1851). Somer Hilf. Near Tunbridge

Oil on Canvas 35 x 47 ins. Exhibited 1811. Edinburgh,

National Gallery of Scotland (Photograph).

47 Pierre-Henri Valenciennes

(1750-1819). The Rocca di Papa in Mist

Oil on paper on card 6 x 1114 ins. Paris, Musee du

Louvre.

48 Pierre-Henri Valenciennes

(1750-1819). The Rocca di Papa in Sunshine
Oil on card 10x12% ins. c. 1 81 7. Paris, Musee du
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